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BTCC§2:A4  –  High TA handling 
 

Only use this procedure if the TA is high ( TA on two cans >3.0 ) at the start of a session. If the 
needle was floating with GIs or VGIs at the start of session then do not use this handling. 

If the TA continues to be high, session after session, and this list proves to be uncharged and 
ineffective then just check it occasionally, especially if the TA is unusually high that day. 

This procedure is done using two cans (one in each hand) in a solo auditing session, without 
requiring admin, and with the questions spoken out loud.† 

If your hands feel dry before you pick up the cans then apply some suitable hand-cream. Seeing 
if the TA is high before applying hand cream almost guarantees a false TA reading! Hand-
cream will only get applied when the TA is high, and therefore the TA position cannot be 
trusted. 

Put your attention on your whole body, both inside and out, and up to 3 feet (1m) away from it. 

 

Speak the following out loud until the first read occurs … 

In life or in auditing, has an entity been IGNORED? 

In life or in auditing, has an entity been OVERRUN? 

In life or in auditing, has an entity been NEGLECTED? 

In life or in auditing, has an entity been UNACKNOWLEDGED? 

Locate the entity concerned by meter read and silently indicate the BPC to just that 
area. If, for example, there is a read on IGNORED you would indicate this to the entity 
as: 

“I’d like to indicate you have been IGNORED.”‡ 

You can then continue with the Valence Process, neglecting only the greeting step 
(“HELLO”). 

 

If no read occurs on the first section above, speak the following out loud until the first 
read occurs … 

Is there restimulation of a DRUG? 

Is there restimulation of MEDICINE? 

Is there restimulation of ALCOHOL? 

Is there restimulation of a MASS? 

Is there restimulation of PAST AUDITING ERRORS? 

To handle a read on any of the above questions, find the area of the restimulation, 
indicate the restimulation, get the time & place of the original incident, find out what 
happened. Check for a cluster/group then handle with the Valence Process. 

                                                
†  Most sessions on BTCC§2 are done silently so as not to stir up the wrong entities unnecessarily. Here we are 
deliberately trying to address all entities; speaking out loud is therefore necessary. 

‡  Other phrases to indicate the BPC are also acceptable. Use whichever you prefer. 


